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NFTY Portal - The Future of Decentralized Exchanges
Welcome to a world where traders, artists, collectors, musicians and others can trade
NFTs in a fully decentralized environment using our exclusive NFTY Coins and other
popular cryptocurrencies in this exciting, emergent space. The NFTY Portal is a newlycreated, under development NFT Dex that allows for coins, tokens and NFTs to be traded
all-in-one place, which is currently not an available option in the crypto universe.
Our vision is to have NFTY minted coins, tokens and NFTs, and also ERC, BSC and other
minted coins, tokens and NFTs all available under one NFTY Portal or Dex. The extremely
low fees of NFTY NFT minting will allow artists, musicians and others to cost-effectively
mint on the NFTY blockchain rather than the high-gas ETH network. This will have the
effect of simplifying the market by eliminating the need to list on multiple platforms. All
operations, from trading to minting will be conveniently executed in the safe and powerful,
decentralized environment of our revolutionary, proprietary NFTY Portal.
The NFTY Portal Project’s goal is to release a decentralized exchange that will allow
parties to trade coins, tokens and NFTs all from one exchange in a safe and secure
environment that will be cross chain, multichain, atomic swap, and peer-to-peer. It will
access the massive liquidity pools of large swaps such as the Eth-based UniSwap, BSCbased Pancakeswap and also 1inch, yet not limited to these platforms or chains
exclusively. The NFTY Portal ecosystem will be the gold standard of this exciting space
and will become the benchmark and reference for future decentralized exchanges or
Portals.

Development Phases
Phase 1: NFTY Wallet build, Genesis block creation, NFTY Space Coin mint
Phase 2: NFTY Website basic build, then professional update/ launch
Phase 3: NFTY Portal base launch on Windows/ Web Version
Phase 4: NFTY Time Dao Coin airdropped to Space holders
Phase 5: NFTY Portal full launch on Windows/ Web Version
Phase 6: NFTY Portal release on MAC, iOS and Android
Phase 7: NFTY Motion low-supply release for Yield Farming

TOKENOMICS
NFTY Space Coin
200 Million Total Supply

Social Media
twitter.com/NFTYPortal
t.me/NFTY_Portal
NFTY-Project GitHub page
www.nfty-portal.io

Project Contributors
@BoredChairman is not only the project leader but also has created the entire NFTY system along
with Coderz. Az has decades of project management experience ranging from the business world to
the crypto realm as well.
@CryptoCoderz Coderz is our lead dev. He is a coding powerhouse who assists multiple big name
projects in honing and refining their own products. After coding for over 7 years in the crypto realm
he says, "Anything can be built. We just need to write the code for it".
@Saltinechips Saltine is Coderz’ right hand man who has 5 years experience in the crypto space. He
is a mathematical whiz that has been problem-solving on a higher level for over a decade who is also
currently working on giving prosthetic eyes the power of sight through interfacing with the body’s
own organic chemistry.
@Odelay Odelay is the artist behind the coin designs and the inspiration for the website look. As a
visual development artist for the video game and publishing industries for over a decade, Odelay is
looking forward to NFTY becoming the driving force artists will harness to reach their full potential in
the NFT space.
@ChrisEsteffan Our nfty-portal.io site was created by Chris who is a graphic artist and web designer
who draws his inspiration from many areas of previous development from his 15+ years of experience.

